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Mission Statements:

Vermont Woodlands is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit corporation whose mission 
is to educate and advocate for the practices of productive stewardship, 
use, and enjoyment of Vermont’s woodlands. We achieve our mission by 
delivering programs for landowners, the public, and policy makers that 
support forest health, forest economy, wildlife habitat, recreation, and 
enjoyment of forests for today and for generations to come.

Vermont Woodlands Association does not and shall not discriminate 
on the basis of race, color, religious belief, gender, age, national origin, 
disability, marital status, sexual orientation, military status, or political 
belief in any of its activities or operations. These activities include, but are 
not limited to, hiring and firing of staff, selection of volunteers and vendors, 
and provision of services. We are committed to providing an inclusive and 
welcoming environment for all persons.

The American Tree Farm System, first organized in 1941, is the Nation's 
oldest certifier of privately owned forestland. Tree Farm members 
share a unique commitment to protecting watersheds and wildlife 
habitat, conserving soil, and providing recreation; and at the same 
time producing wood products on a sustainable basis. The Vermont 
Woodlands Association strives to educate, train, and support private 
forest landowners in sound management practices concerning wildlife, 
water, wood, and recreation. We do this by managing and enhancing the 
American Tree Farm System® Program in Vermont.
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Kathy Beland (lower right), Tom Thomson (back main/inset)

AN INVITATION TO OUR MEMBERS
We welcome your submissions for the VWA and Tree 
Farm newsletter. If you have a story to tell or news of 
interest to share with other landowners, please send 
along so we may consider for future editions. We can 

accept articles, photos, or news tidbits via email to 
info@vermontwoodlands.org.
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NEWS FROM VWA

The pandemic has led me to much 
self-reflection and evaluation. Driving 
home from the Post Office today – one 
of the few opportunities to actually 
move my car from the driveway – my 
mind wandered toward how grateful 
I am to belong to a community of 
people who have so much in common. 
I thought about how many people are 
“not joiners” and wondered how they 
are faring without the support that I 
feel every day.

Even with this support, I’m still 
challenged to adjust to our new 
normal. I know many in my sphere 
feel the same. And although my spirit 
sometimes sags in our virtual world, I 
can still find gratitude from a sense of 
belonging. And, gratitude is one of the 
best antidotes for a sagging spirit.

During the last several years, VWA 
has also been a “joiner,” becoming part 
of exciting new or existing program 
initiatives from Land Ethic Vermont 
to Women Owning Woodlands to 
Woods, Wildlife, and Warblers. These 
initiatives have flourished during 
the last 18 months because they are 
built on a collaborative style that 
spreads the leadership and workload 
across a team of engaged partners 
from state and federal agencies and 
private organizations. Even though our 
meeting platform is still Zoom, I can 
count on seeing smiling faces on my 
screen and hearing uplifting anecdotes 
from Steve(s), Kim, Andrea, Lisa, Dan, 
Caitlin, Beth, Suzanne, Mark, Zach, 

Margaret, Rich, Martina, Ethan, Jared, 
Kate, Marli, Nancy, Lynn, and others 
from organizations that span the state 
from Merck Forest in the southwest to 
NorthWoods Stewardship Center in the 
northeast.

I’d be remiss if I didn’t mention my 
other “partners” at Morning Ag Clips 
who have been working behind the 
scenes for VWA, supporting me every 
step of the way. Stephanie Kelly is my 
strategic partner and communications 
liaison who has taken over editorial 
duties for our quarterly newsletter 
and who helps to plan and implement 
new initiatives like the forester enews. 
Margaret Brownell, our social media 
guru, is the gal behind the weekly 
enews, Instagram, and Facebook posts. 
She’s my go-to when I’m mired in social 
media muck.

MAC’s Christa Campbell has 
phoned and emailed many of you 
about advertising, sponsorships, 
and membership. Unlike Laugh-In’s 
Ernestine (do I date myself?) she has a 
stellar telephone voice and personality 
to match. You can hear her smiling 
at the other end. And, lastly but 
certainly not least, is Kate Ziehm, MAC 
owner, who has put this great team in 
place and supports us all as we work 
through any new challenge to serve our 
membership. 

My friend David Mears, executive 
director of Audubon, likes to say that 
while we all work together we each 

have our own “secret sauce” that sets us 
apart. I like to think that VWA’s secret 
sauce is our Big Tent – landowners, 
tree farmers, foresters, natural 
resource professionals, forest products 
businesses, friends, and supporters 
– and how well we play together and 
with others. During Covid, we’ve 
needed one another, needed that sense 
of belonging that I’ve found in all 
corners of Vermont’s natural resource 
community. 

In many ways, Covid has cast a 
bright light on Vermont and our 
overwhelming sense of community. 
The influx of new Vermonters to 
our state sees something in us that’s 
welcoming, a place where they’d like 
to live and raise families, a place where 
community and belonging matter. I 
sometimes selfishly want to protect 
“MY” state, but truth is that I came 
here myself in 1970 during another 
mass exodus from the cities and 
immediately felt that I was home.

As a Vermont woodland owner and 
member of VWA, you have helped 
me navigate this pandemic through 
your belonging. You have been my 
silent audience as I speak to you all 
from my desk here in Chittenden. I 
hope you too have felt that same sense 
of belonging and see the rewards 
that our partnerships, programs, and 
relationships bring to you.

The Joy of Belonging
by Kathleen Wanner, Executive Director
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Partnerships can be hard to appreciate, 
let alone see. In any forest system, in 
any system, relationships exist. Said 
a different way, a forest is a system 
of relationships, and the successful 
individuals are likely using partnerships 
for their benefit. The squirrel and acorn, 
root and fungus, ants and aphids. They 
are everywhere.

Woodland owners are a part of a system 
too, and yep, you guessed it, benefit from 
partnerships. As a woodland owner, my 
task list is long, and partnerships have 
helped with each one. There are trails to 
maintain, honeysuckle to control, old sap 
buckets to collect, hunting stands to tend 
and property boundaries to remark. Then, 
of course, there are taxes and a forest plan 
and the recommended harvests.

None of these 
I do alone, or 
even could do 
alone. I do these 
in partnership 
with my family, 
my neighbors 
and community, 
contractors and 
other professionals, 
my governments 
(and tax payers) 
and thanks to you, 
member-based 
organizations.

This is hopefully an 
obvious statement. 
No kidding, we 
live in a society? 
But the extent 
to which I find 
barriers in my 
forest management 
is almost always 

because of the lack of a relationship and 
partnerships. Even for you jack-of-all-
trades, do-it-your-selfers, you’re still 
relying on others somewhere in your life.
The forest partnerships I’ve used in the 
last few years are many. Last Sunday 
I contacted my excavator contractor, 
Walt. He had just gotten back from 
taking his granddaughter and her 
friend to Hampton Beach over the 
hot weekend. He is busy in Berlin, Vt., 
building roads and foundations for 
houses. Well, Allan are you ready for 
another load of stone? The request took 
30 seconds, and he knows exactly where 
to put the stone to keep my trails stable 
and send the invoice. Walt is a partner 
in my excavation needs and someone I 
recommend to others.

I needed a new woodshed last year. I 
have plenty of hemlock, pine and spruce 
trees and can get the logs to a landing but 
needed to find someone to mill the logs 
into boards. I needed a new partnership. 
Down the list I went, asking around. I 
settled on a good friend and fellow VWA 
board member. John is local (to me), 
cheap, friendly and never short on deer 
stories. John and I had never worked 
together like this, but at the end of a 
few days, we had a good pile of boards, 
and I’ve recommended him to others 
and I’ll ask him back for more. John, a 
new partner in my milling needs, was a 
pleasure to work with, and I learned a lot.

You and Your 
Woodlands Thrive with 
Partnerships

PRESIDENT’S COLUMN

by Allan Thompson
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Last year, when my cable on my logging 
winch broke, I asked my logger and 
friend Kyle, How do I reattach my 
end hook to my now frayed cable? He 
provided a quick answer: “Cut the frayed 
end, fold, and use this cable clamp to 
attached the end around you’re hook.” 
He delivered the clamp and guided me 
through a fix he knows all too well for 
his skidder cable. I thanked him with a 
bottle of Jamieson, and we finished the 
evening talking about summer logging 
plans and NEK trout fishing (forester-
logger conversations tend to wander). 
Kyle, an existing partner in fulfilling my 
client’s logging needs, is now a partner in 
my homestead knowledge.

The most time-consuming activity 
and arguably most important, is the 
observational meanders. These are the 
walks where I take stock of the forest’s 

changes, the success and failures of my 
past management, and make plans for 
future management. I draw on lessons 
learned during Vermont Woodlands 
Association and partner events or 
publications. I use these walks, and these 
lessons and conversations to develop 
my own forest’s plan and objectives. In 
this way, VWA is a valued partner in my 
woodland pursuits and labors.

VWA, like the forest, is essentially a 
system of partnerships. Our success 
comes from relationships with many 
organizations and professionals that 
help us achieve our mission. The most 
important partner is our members. Our 
members provide financial support, 
volunteer support, expertise, and a 
community that our organization 
depends on. We, in turn, provide 
educational opportunities, information, 

and a community of support for your 
sustainable forest management, use and 
enjoyment or your woodlands.

A healthy forest is a system of 
partnerships, and partnerships will 
be the way for you to achieve your 
woodland goals. You have to appreciate 
and nurture these relationships because 
they exist all around you. Recognize 
each participant has something to 
offer and to gain. On either side, you’ll 
find human beings that are quick to 
offer help and advice when efforts are 
reciprocated. So, be nice. Buy ‘em some 
Jamieson, refer them to other clients, or 
make sure you pay the invoice on time, 
metaphorically perhaps.

Me? I’m easy. Become or remain a 
member of Vermont Woodlands 
Association. Literally.

Vermont Woodlands Consulting Foresters
Committed to promoting and strengthening the long-term conservation and management of Vermont’s natural resources.

VWA Consulting Foresters are licensed by the State of Vermont and meet all continuing education requirements.

Dan Adams
Dan Adams Forestry Svc
Brattleboro, VT
802-254-3502

Patrick Bartlett, TSP*
Bartlett Forestry & Wildlife
Woodstock, VT
802-291-0179

Kathy Beland*
Not Just Trees
W. Rutland, VT
802-236-7865

Markus Bradley*
Redstart Forestry
Bradford, VT
802-439-5252

Michael Brown
Birdseye Forestry
Moretown, VT
802-777-5240

Alan Calfee, TSP*
Calfee Woodland Mgmt.
Dorset, VT
802-231-2555

Ben Campbell*
E.B. Campbell
Forest Land Mgmt.
Starksboro, VT
802-453-5591

Richard Carbonetti*
LandVest Timberland
Newport, VT
802-334-8402

Dale Covey*
Groveton, NH
603-728-7577

Edward Denham*
NE Woodland Mgmt.
Stockbridge, MA
413-232-4000

Charlie Hancock, TSP*
North Woods Forestry
Montgomery Ctr, VT
802-326-2093

Steve Handfield, TSP*
Poultney, VT
802-342-6751

Luke Hardt*
Hardt Forestry
Hardwick, VT
802-673-7769

Zachary Hart
LandVest Timberland
Newport, VT
802-334-8402

Dan Healey
Long View Forest
Brattleboro, VT
802-387-6128

Frank Hudson, TSP*
Not Just Trees
W. Rutland, VT
802-558-4851

Andrew Hutchison*
Hutchison Forestry
Leicester, VT
802-247-3117

Addison Kasmarek*
Greenleaf Forestry 
Westford, VT
802-881-1844

Ryan Kilborn, TSP*
Meadowsend Forestry Co
Washington, VT
802-323-3593

Ben Machin
Redstart Forestry 
Bradford, VT
802-439-5252

John McClain*
NE Forestry Consultants
Randolph, VT
802-728-3742

Elisabeth “Tii”McLane, TSP
S. Strafford, VT
802-765-4745

Len Miraldi* TSP
Tamarack Forestry
Services
Norwich, VT
802-649-1564

Scott Moreau
Greenleaf Forestry
Westford, VT
802-849-6629

Ross Morgan* TSP
Northern Forest
Conservation Services
Craftsbury Common, VT
802-586-9697

Josef Peterson, TSP*
Timbercraft Forestry
N. Clarendon, VT
802-773-0370

Russell Reay*
Cuttingsville, VT
802-492-3323

Harris Roen,TSP*
Long Meadow
Resource Mgt.
Burlington, VT
802-658-2368

Andrew Sheere, TSP
Long View Forest
Chester, VT
802-591-2007

Allan Thompson,TSP*
Northern Stewards
Waterbury, VT
802-244-8131

Daniel Thompson
Forest Strategies
Manchester Center, VT
802-345-9551

Tucker Westenfeld*
Bartlett Forestry &
Wildlife LLC
Woodstock, VT
802-291-0179

Consulting foresters assist private landowners in identifying and achieving goals for their 
woodlands, including managing for forest products, wildlife habitat, recreation, water resources, 
and aesthetics. VWA Consulting Foresters can help you meet your management objectives.

HOW CAN A 
CONSULTING 
FORESTER HELP YOU?

PO Box 6004, Rutland, VT 05702-6004  |  802.747.7900
Visit the website for complete forester contact information: 

www.vermontwoodlands.org

TSP: NRCS Technical Service Provider
* Tree Farm Inspector
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Over 75% of Vermont is beautiful 
forests — with more than 80% of that 
being privately owned — but much 
of that forest land faces a significant 
forest health threat in the form of 
invasive plants. It is up to each of us to 
do our part, whether on our own land 
or in our communities, to help protect 
Vermont forests for future generations. 
Even small actions, like choosing 
locally evolved plants for your garden 
or pulling up garlic mustard on town 
trails add up to make a big difference. 
At the Vermont Department of Forests, 
Parks & Recreation, our burgeoning 
Invasive Plant Program is working to 
help steward Vermont’s state-owned 
public lands and, through grant 
funded programs, help communities 
do the same with support by trained 
professionals.

Since 2014, our small program (1 
full time person and 1-2 seasonal 
staff) has worked with almost 4,000 
volunteers who have assisted with 
direct management of invasive plants 
in Vermont, and we receive over 400 
inquiries annually about identification, 
control options, or outreach. We rely 
on Vermonters to steward private and 
community forests, and focus most 
of our efforts on raising awareness, 
equipping Vermonters with useful tools 
for invasive plant identification and 
management, and empowering people 
to act. There are many great ways for 
Vermonters to get involved, including 
tracking the location of plants using 
community science tools like iNaturalist, 
participating in the statewide invasive 
plant phenology monitoring project, 
organizing or supporting a regional 
Cooperative Invasive Plant Management 
Area (CISMA), or learning and teaching 
about invasive plants. Check out our 
annual summary (link at end) to learn 
more about the great work being done 
across Vermont to protect our natural 
resources from the impacts of invasive 
plants.

In order to support the work we all do, 
we have developed a variety of new/
updated resources for invasive plant 
management that can be found on 
VTinvasives.org (links at end). 

A great first step is to take a walk in 
your own woods and notice what 
plants are present in the understory. A 
common sight are shrub honeysuckles 
(Lonicera spp.). The genus Lonicera 
contains shrubs and vines, but the 
more common invasive honeysuckles 
in Vermont are woody shrubs. There 
are four invasive shrub honeysuckles 
present in Vermont forests: amur, 
Morrow’s, tatarian, and showy. In many 
ways, they look similar. The leaves are 
arranged oppositely and are generally 
oval shaped, and the fruits and flowers 
look alike, occurring twinned from the 
leaf axils. These plants are all fairly tall, 
reaching from 8’ to over 20’ in height. 

There are a few ways to distinguish the 
invasive honeysuckles from each other:
• Leaf shape

 - Amur honeysuckle ranges from 
elliptic to ovate to lanceolate with a 
long, tapered tip

 - Morrow’s honeysuckle ranges from 
oval to elliptic to ovate with blunt 
pointed tip

VERMONT WOODLANDS ASSOCIATION •  VERMONT TREE FARM PROGRAM

Learn. Get Involved. 
Make a Difference. 
by Elizabeth Spinney, Invasive Plant Coordinator, Vermont Department of Forests, Parks & Recreation

NEWS FROM VERMONT DEPARTMENT OF 
FORESTS, PARKS AND RECREATION
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 - Tatarian honeysuckle ranges  
from ovate to oblong with blunt 
pointed tip

 - Showy honeysuckle is typically ovate 
with blunt pointed tip

• Leaf hairs on lower surface
 - Amur honeysuckle is pubescent 

(hairy)
 - Morrow’s honeysuckle is densely 

pubescent
 - Tatarian honeysuckle is glabrous 

(lacks hairs)
 - Showy honeysuckle is slightly 

pubescent
• Flower color and fruit

 - Amur honeysuckle flowers are white 
fading to yellow turning to dark red 
fruit in late summer

 - Morrow’s honeysuckle flowers are 
white fading to yellow turning to 
red fruit in summer

 - Tatarian honeysuckle flowers range 
from white to pink, and don’t fade 
to yellow, the fruit are red and 
occasionally orange or yellow

 - Showy honeysuckle flowers range 
from white to pink fading to yellow 
turning to somewhat red fruit in the 
summer 

• Plant height
 - Amur honeysuckle is up to 15’+ tall
 - Morrow’s honeysuckle is up to 8’+ tall
 - Tatarian honeysuckle is up to 10’ tall
 - Showy honeysuckle is up to 20’ tall

All four species grow densely in the 
understory of forests or along fields 
and forest edges, which shades out and 
excludes locally evolved plants, and 
changes habitat and food resources for 
wildlife. Though the physical structure 
of the shrubs can provide habitat and 
the fruit is plentiful, neither are ideal 
for wildlife – The low branches of 
honeysuckles make nesting birds more 
susceptible to predation, and the fruit 
lacks nutrition needed by locally evolved 
birds and mammals. Some research is 
starting to suggest that dense infestations 
can even be a haven for pests such as 

ticks. These negative impacts are why 
amur, Morrow’s, tatarian, and showy 
honeysuckle are all listed as Class B 
Noxious Weeds in Vermont.

We can all help others by learning 
about which species to plant (or 
avoid), can write and enact robust 
invasive plant management plans, and 
can get involved by hosting workdays 
and educational events, and so much 
more. By sharing this burden with our 
neighbors, family, and community, we 
can empower ourselves and others to 
act and effect true and lasting solutions. 
These small steps add up to making a 
difference in Vermont.

If you’ve found an early detection 
invasive plant, you can report it here: 
https://vtinvasives.org/get-involved/
report-it 

If you have questions about 
identification, control, or management, 
check out VTinvasives.org or send your 
inquiries to: ANR.FPRInvasivePlants@
vermont.gov

Annual Summary:
https://fpr.vermont.gov/sites/fpr/files/
Forest_and_Forestry/Forest_Health/
Library/2020%20Conditions%20Report_
final.pdf

Great Ways to Get Involved:
https://vtinvasives.org/get-involved/
volunteer 
https://vtinvasives.org/land/management
https://vtinvasives.org/get-involved/
outreach
https://vtinvasives.org/resource/12-
invasive-plants-commonly-found-
vermont-field-guide
https://vtinvasives.org/bud-buds-
podcast-page

Honeysuckle Identification:
https://bugwoodcloud.org/mura/
mipn/assets/File/Asian%20Bush%20
Honeysuckles_2017-1-3.pdf 
http://versicolor.ca/nswfsOLDsite/
glossary/leavesOutline.html 

Noxious Weed Rule: 
https://agriculture.vermont.gov/sites/
agriculture/files/documents/PHARM/
Plant_Pest/NoxiousWeedsQuarantine1.pdf 

TOM GILMAN

thomas.gilman@fwforestry.com
518.359.3089

fountainsland.comfwforestry.net

Using our skills and market knowledge  

to help you meet YOUR objectives

TIMBER SALES,  
FOREST MANAGEMENT  
& CONSULTING
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It is likely that the phrase “it takes a 
village” has its origins as an African 
proverb, with specific reference toward 
raising children. Simply put, an entire 
community must interact positively with 
children in order for them to grow in a 
safe and healthy environment. It is not a 
big leap to see that this same concept is 
applicable to stewarding healthy forests.

Audubon Vermont’s mission is to 
protect birds and the places they need, 
today and tomorrow. In Vermont, forests 
are among the most important places 
that birds need. The healthier our forests 
are, the better they will be at meeting the 
needs of birds and people. Realizing this 
is not an easy undertaking, as there are 
numerous threats and stressors facing 
our forests, as well as many demands 
placed upon them. Fortunately, the 
Green Mountain state has an incredibly 

diverse array of organizations and 
individuals working toward a shared 
vision. It is this “village,” or community 
of people working together, that has 
been getting the job done.

The work of Audubon’s Healthy 
Forest Initiative in guiding private 
forest owners through the “landowner 
journey,” from understanding to 
planning to action, highlighting 
how partnerships are resulting in 
positive outcomes for forest and 
bird conservation in Vermont and 
throughout the region. 

Outreach and Education
For many landowners, the first step 
in managing their forest with birds 
in mind begins with building an 
understanding of the conservation issues 
and opportunities along with awareness 

of the resources that are available toward 
facilitating that understanding. The 
Woods, Wildlife, and Warblers program, 
a partnership among Audubon VT, the 
VT Woodlands Association and the 
American Forest Foundation, provides 
valuable opportunities in this arena. 
From woods walks and webinars to 
a dedicated website and e-newsletter, 
Woods, Wildlife, and Warblers is a go-to 
source for information on getting started 
with managing bird habitat.

Vermont Coverts is another important 
outreach and education partner and is a 
peer-to-peer community of landowners, 
professionals and others learning from 
and supporting each other to enhance 
wildlife habitats through sound forest 
management.

Technical Assistance
Once a landowner has an understanding 
of the concepts of managing a forest 
with birds in mind, they may be ready 
to take things to the next level. This may 
entail discovering how the concepts they 
were introduced to through outreach 
and education activities relate to the 
specific land that they steward. There 
are a number of opportunities available 
for receiving personalized technical 
assistance in pursuit of this goal. Once 
again, the Woods, Wildlife, and Warblers 
program is among the options. An 
Audubon VT or VT Fish and Wildlife 
Department biologist can make a site 
visit and provide recommendations for 
integrating bird habitat considerations 

It Takes a Village 

NEWS FROM 
AUDUBON VERMONT

by Steve Hagenbuch, Senior Conservation Biologist, Audubon Vermont

Consulting forester and VWA president Allan Thompson discusses forest management during a Woods, Wildlife, and Warblers 
event at Trapp Family Lodge. (Audubon Vermont)
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into a forest management plan. County 
foresters from the VT Department of 
Forests, Parks, and Recreation are also 
available to join landowners on a walk of 
their property.

Private consulting foresters are another 
great resource and a new program in 
development, the Audubon Forester 
Endorsement, is working to create a 
robust network of consultants who 
have demonstrated proficiency in 
forest bird habitat management. For 
those landowners who have placed 
conservation easements on their 
property through the VT Land Trust 
(VLT), VLT foresters are well versed in 
the principles of forestry with birds in 
mind and can offer guidance. Maple 
producers can also get involved in bird 
conservation through the Bird-Friendly 
Maple program, a partnership among 
Audubon VT, VT Maple Sugar Makers 
Association, and VT Department of 
Forests, Parks, and Recreation.

Implementation
Ultimately, the enhancement of forest 
health and bird habitat comes through 
implementing forest management 

activities on the ground. In many cases, 
this is accomplished through close 
collaboration between a consulting 
forester and logging contractor. There 
are situations however where, due to 
low acreage or timber value, it may not 
be feasible or possible for a logging 
contractor to move on site and conduct 
the work. Thanks to a new forestry 
program at the VT Youth Conservation 
Corps (VYCC), it may still be possible 
to get the important work of timber 
stand improvement (TSI) done. Not 
only can this work improve the health 
and integrity of the forest resource, it 
also provides invaluable experience for 

young adults looking to get involved 
in a forestry career. Audubon VT is 
partnering with VYCC to build an 
understanding of the ecological and bird 
habitat benefits of TSI into the program.

Funding
While some of the programs and 
activities described in this article are 
fee for service based, there are others 
that are not. None of that work would 
be possible without the generous 
philanthropic support of private 
foundations, government grants and 
individual donors. The High Meadows 
Fund and National Fish and Wildlife 
Foundation are examples of the strong 
funding partners that have supported 
Audubon VT and its partners in 
providing forest and bird conservation 
programs.

As we look ahead to the future, the 
strong partnerships and community, 
the proverbial “village,” will be more 
important than ever. By working 
collaboratively, we will continue to 
make great strides in advancing the 
health and integrity of Vermont’s 
forests, for birds and people.

A VYCC forestry crew member implementing TSI treatment. 
(Audubon Vermont)

For more information on the partners and programs listed in this article, please check out the links below:

• Audubon Vermont Healthy Forests program - https://vt.audubon.org/conservation/working-lands/forest-bird-initiative-1
• Vermont Woodlands Association - https://www.vermontwoodlands.org/
• American Forest Foundation - https://www.forestfoundation.org/
• Woods, Wildlife, and Warblers - http://www.woodsandwildlife.org/
• Vermont Coverts - https://vtcoverts.org/index.html
• Vermont Fish and Wildlife Department - https://vtfishandwildlife.com/
• Vermont Department of Forests, Parks, and Recreation - https://fpr.vermont.gov/
• Vermont Woodlands Association Consulting Foresters - https://

www.vermontwoodlands.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/
ConsultingForestersDirectory_2020VWA.pdf

• Vermont Land Trust - https://vlt.org/
• Vermont Maple Sugar Makers Association - https://vermontmaple.org/
• Vermont Logger Education to Advance Professionalism (LEAP) -
• https://www.vtleap.com/
• Vermont Youth Conservation Corps - https://www.vycc.org/ 
• High Meadows Fund - http://www.highmeadowsfund.org/
• National Fish and Wildlife Foundation - https://www.nfwf.org/

LOOKING TO DO MORE 
IN YOUR WOODS?

Visit WOODSANDWILDLIFE.ORG 
to learn more about becoming bird friendly.
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This is the second of a two-part series 
of articles about stream crossings. Refer 
back to the March 2021 VWA newsletter 
for part 1.

Permanent stream crossings are 
without a doubt the most important 
structures for maintaining water 
quality on forestland in Vermont. 
When these stream crossings are 
located, sized, and installed properly, 
they support the critical role of forests 

and forestry in providing fresh, clean 
water. When they’re not done properly, 
these structures tend to be constant 
sources of headaches for the landowner, 
and also tend to be the main source 
of sedimentation from our forest 
management activities.

To really examine a good permanent 
stream crossing, I’ll break it down into 
the three main steps: locating, sizing 
and installation.

Just like most of the other aspects of 
the Acceptable Management Practices 
(AMPs), planning is where you start. 
Laying out the crossing site is very 
important, and you want to find a 
spot that has dry stable banks, gentle 
approaches, and where the stream is 
straight and has a consistent width. As 
with temporary stream crossings, the 
best permanent crossing is one that 
is avoided. However, the importance 
of good permanent access sometimes 
dictates the need for stream crossings 
in the lower reaches of a stream 
in order to provide recreation and 
management access to large areas of 
forestland. In addition, when a road 
intercepts a small intermittent stream, 
those streams should be culverted or 
bridged as opposed to running down 
a ditch and crossing at the next ditch 
relief culvert. 

Historically, stream crossing locations 
were not always located and sized 
with water quality and forest health 
protections in mind. Many of these sites 
experience flooding during high flow 
events, do not provide reliable access 
and require on-going maintenance. 
Occasionally, these problem crossings 
can be re-located to a better site 
and re-sized to accommodate the 
streamflow. Many times, these existing 
structures are undersized culverts, and 

Tips for Installing and Maintaining 
Good Stream Crossings Part 2 — 
Permanent Stream Crossings

WOODLANDS AND WATER QUALITY

by Dave Wilcox, Watershed Forester

Site of a previous 36” culvert on a State Forest Logging Road.
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the solution is to increase the size of 
the culvert, or on larger streams over 
four feet, a permanent bridge is an 
economical solution.

Regardless of the structure, the crossing 
needs to be sized properly, bringing us 
to the next and most deliberated aspect 
of stream crossings: size. In Vermont, 
we separate our streams into two types, 
Intermittent and Perennial. Intermittent 
streams have a defined channel and 
flow for a good part of the year, but 
typically dry up annually. Also, they 
are usually not fed from ground water 
and have a drainage size less than 160 
acres. Perennial Streams usually have 
a drainage area of over 160 acres and 
have flows that are not frequently or 
consistently interrupted during normal 
seasonal low flow periods. These 
streams are also typically supported 
by groundwater recharge and often 
support aquatic organisms requiring 
uninterrupted flow for survival. 

Permanent stream crossings on 
perennial streams are regulated by 
the Department of Environmental 
Conservation (River Management 
Program). Any new crossings, or 
excavations of existing crossings require 
the notification of, and the permitting 
by, DEC regardless of the intended 
use of the road, including forestry 
operations. A “Stream Alteration 
Permit” is required for these larger 
projects, and through that process 
the River Management Engineers will 
ensure that the design of these larger 
structures will be adequate for the 
stream, and that the project will be 
completed in a manner that supports 
the streams geomorphic conditions.

For permanent crossings on 
intermittent streams, crossing sizes 
can be obtained from Table 2 in the 
AMP Manual. The AMP manual 
was developed by the Department of 
Forests, Parks and Recreation to assist 

loggers, foresters and landowners in 
understanding and complying with 
Vermont’s water quality rules. The 
sizes for permanent culverts in Table 
2A considers the risk of seeing higher 
stream flows during that structure’s 
lifetime. Despite the work that went 
into creating this table, people are often 
surprised at the recommended sizing 
for the drainage area they are working 
on. I often have to remind people 
that the structure sizing is not for the 
normal flow or even the spring run-off 
flows. It’s for the big storms that fill the 
entire channel to the top of the banks 
and the tree debris, rocks and logs that 
start moving.

Going out on a nice day in the summer 
and looking at the width of the wetted 
part of the stream can be deceiving. 
What really dictates stream flow is the 
size of the drainage area of the stream 
(the watershed area) and how fast the 
water that falls or melts in that drainage 
area gets to the stream channel (based 
on soil type and slope). In addition, 
undersized crossings will, more often 

Undersized stream crossings can create significant damage.

STREAM CROSSINGS continued on pg. 12
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For more information on stream crossings:
Department of Environmental Conservation- River Management Section: 
https://dec.vermont.gov/watershed/rivers/river-management
VT AMP manual developed by the VT Department of Forests, Parks and Recreation: 
https://fpr.vermont.gov/sites/fpr/files/Forest_and_Forestry/Forest_Management/Library/FullDocument-7.29.pdf

Printed manuals can be picked up free of charge at your county forester office, or at any Department of Forests, Parks, and 
Recreation district office.

STREAM CROSSINGS, continued from pg. 11

than not, cost more in the end, and 
discharge more sediment than a 
properly sized one.  

The final step in creating an excellent 
permanent stream crossing is 
installation. How do we ensure that 
our new stream crossing is installed 
properly? As with any other type of 
excavation that we hire out, always 

start with a reputable contractor who 
is insured and who is experienced 
with this type of work. On those 
larger projects that require a Stream 
Alteration Permit, much of the 
installation requirements will be listed 
in the permit paperwork, along with 
the time of the year that the project 
can happen, typically June 1st through 
October 1st. This is to protect fish 

spawning habitat during sensitive time 
periods in the spring and fall. For 
those smaller crossings on Intermittent 
streams, here are a few principles to 
follow: 

1. Construct the crossing during low 
flow periods and always protect the 
stream from sedimentation using 
silt fence or other suitable sediment 
barriers. 

2. Have all needed materials and 
equipment on hand so that 
construction can be quick

3. For bridges, minimize excavation 
of stream bed, keep abutments 
back from the stream channel, or 
place the footings several feet below 
stream bed elevation. 

4. For culverts, set culvert at or slightly 
below the streambed elevation and 
compact around the culvert when 
backfilling.

5. Build headers and wing walls that 
will protect the structure during 
high flows.

6. Seed and mulch the site when work 
is completed.

7. Install a waterbar or ditch relief 
culvert on the approaches to keep 
surface water from entering the 
stream. 

Proper installation of stream crossings is important.
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NEWS FROM THE VERMONT TREE FARM 
COMMITTEE: BOOK REVIEW

Palik, B.J., D’Amato, A.W., Franklin, 
J.F., and Johnson, K.N. (2021). 
Ecological Silviculture. Long Grove, Ill.: 
Waveland Press, Inc.

This is a forestry book, relevant to our 
time, which may change the way you 
think about managing your woodlands, 
and you don’t need to be a forester to 
appreciate the direction it takes. As 
explained in the Preface (and with 
liberties), “…the problem students — 
both new and old — now face is that 
silviculture instruction as reflected in 
older texts is too steeped in classical 
theory and methods, particularly those 
based on production objectives using 
an agriculture model, which has been 
a major focus of silviculture since its 
inception. This text is intended to serve 
the need for addressing contemporary 
issues including climate change 
mitigation and adaptation, forest 
certification, invasive species, and 
ecosystem restoration through natural 
forest-based models that emulate 
natural disturbances, sustain biological 
legacies, emulate development 
processes, and allow time to take its 
course in shaping stands.”

For those of you who have visited 
my or Allen Yale’s Tree Farm you will 
remember we have mentioned the use 
of the German Dauerwald approach 
to silviculture on our forests, and 

wondered whether we really knew what 
we are doing and if this was a valid 
way to manage. Well, we are vindicated 
as this book early on validates the 
Dauerwald concept as the historical 
forerunner to ecological silviculture. But 
Ecological Silviculture goes much further 
in advancing the concept and defining 
new foundational principles: continuity, 
complexity/diversity, timing, and 
context. The book spends a good deal of 
time in comparing traditional methods 
and definitions associated with timber-
focused forestry and the new paradigms 
of ecological forestry. There is an 
excellent glossary in the back which 
helps the reader with the subtleties 
of new and older terminologies used 
throughout the book.  

Natural disturbances play a major role 
in illustrating how forests develop and 
mature, and the concepts in the book 
rely on various archetype disturbances 
to explain silvicultural techniques for 
different types of forest ecosystems. For 
New England, the books “Archetype 
3; Forests with Frequent Gap-Scale 
Disturbance Regimes” is the best 
fit and is specifically for northern 
hardwood forests typically dominated 
by sugar maple/American beech/
Yellow birch/Red spruce.  In this 
chapter there are several examples of 
practice, one of which is Vermont’s 
“Forests for the Birds.” There are 

several other chapters outlining the 
three other archetype disturbance 
patterns for forests in other regions of 
the United States, elements of which 
are still of value to our region. There 
are also chapters devoted to riparian 
forestry, and climate uncertainty and 
resiliency, which includes the positive 
relationship between ecological 
silvicultural concepts and improved 
carbon sequestration in forests. 

This is a new, landmark, silvicultural 
text that many Vermont forestland 
owners will find enlightening and 
exciting in the concepts and examples 
illustrated. With respect to recent 
publicity and controversies over our 
forests and carbon, this text outlines a 
middle ground where the many sides 
to the arguments can find satisfaction.

Book May Change Thoughts on 
Managing Woodlands
by Al Robertson, landowner and Tree Farmer
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NEWS FROM THE VERMONT TREE FARM 
COMMITTEE: BOOK REVIEW

Simard, S., Finding the Mother Tree: 
Discovering the Wisdom of the Forest, 
New York: Alfred A Knopf.

After you have read this book you will 
never think of the forest the same. We 
all have certain trees like grey birch, 
striped maple and pin cherry that we 
consider useless and are likely to weed 
from our woodlots, yet Suzanne Simard 
has demonstrated that some trees one 
considers weeds may be important to a 
healthy forest.

Finding the Mother Tree is an 
autobiographic portrayal of one of 
the world’s leading forest ecologists, 
her pursuit of knowledge despite the 
opposition of the forestry bureaucracy, 
and a detailed look at her many 
scientific research projects in the field 
of forest ecology that helped produce 
a new paradigm of what practices are 
required to produce a healthy forest.

Suzanne Simard was born in the 
forests of British Columbia the year I 
graduated from high school (1960), to 
a horse-logging family of Quebecois 
ancestry. While pursuing a degree 
in forestry she got a summer job 
as a forest technician for a logging 
company, monitoring the success of 
seedlings replanted on a clear-cut site 
as required by the British Columbia 
Ministry of Forest. At that time 

the ministry had a “free to grow” 
policy that required site preparation 
prior to planting that included large 
applications of herbicide to suppress 
all native vegetation. She found most 
of the nursery spruce seedling, planted 
in mineral soils, were not prospering, 
yet subalpine fir that germinated on 
site doing well. When she pulled one of 
these volunteers out, she found its fine 
roots covered with fungal threads. Thus 
began Simard’s career doing research 
on the interrelationship between trees 
and mycorrhizal fungus. Later she 
discovered the symbiotic relationship 
between different species of trees, and 
later still, that older trees assist their 
own seedlings. If you think this is horse 
pucky, I suggest you read this book.

What I admired most about this book 
was witnessing the scientific method 
in practice in the field. Simard, facing 
a problem or gaining an insight as 
to what was happening in the forest, 
develops hypotheses, designs and 
carries out research projects in the 
field, and, in many cases, proved her 
hypothesis to be correct. 

Her first job as a contract researcher 
for the British Columbian Forest 
Ministry was to test the best dosage 
of glyphosate to kill the “weeds” 
competing with plantation seedlings, 
a practice she and her supervisor felt 

was wrongheaded. It was found that 
the larger the dose the better, but did it 
help the planted seedling prosper?

Eventually, as a permanent silvicultural 
researcher, studying what made 
forests healthier, Simard investigated 
the relationship between trees and 
mycorrhiza, and the symbiotic 
relationships among different trees 
species. Most of her research focused 
underground, much involving roots 
grafts. Read this book to understand 
what is going on under our feet.

Book Displays Scientific Method at 
Work in the Field
by Allen Yale, landowner and Tree Farmer
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------cut here--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Name(s): ______________________________________________________________________________________________
Address: ____________________________________ City: ________________________ State: __________Zip:  ___________
Email: ________________________________________________________________ Phone :  ________________________
If bringing children, please indicate ages: _____________________________________________________________________

Annual meeting registration: $40.00 (includes all activities, coffee/pastry and Austrian buffet lunch)
Registration cost ($40/person; children under 12 free): $__________________________________
I’d like to make an additional contribution to support VWA’s mission: $______________________
Total enclosed: $____________________________ Please charge my credit card: $__________________________
Number: ___________________________________________________ Exp_______________ Code____________

2021 ANNUAL MEETING 
AGENDA & REGISTRATION

Saturday, October 9th • Trapp Family Lodge • Stowe, VT

We are ready to see you all again at our first in-person gathering since March 2020 that promises to be a fun-filled and 
celebratory day! As the title says, it’s our 2021 Annual Meeting …. And MORE!

With a full day of adventure, we invite to attend all or any part of our event. Please use the form below to register for the annual 
meeting. The reception is free and open to all who wish to attend. Please help us to plan by letting us know when we’ll see you. 
Bring along your stories and smiles as we take this opportunity to remember and honor our past leader. Also note that there are 
no hotel rooms available in Stowe or surrounding towns.

Why

Enjoy coffee & pastries while you catch up with old friends or make new ones

Convene groups for guided walks in the Trapp Family managed forest where sugaring, timber 
harvest, and recreation converge

Return to the tent for an authentic Austrian buffet

• Business meeting, TF Awards, State of the Forest 
• Wildlife Habitat Connectivity and the Forest Landowner, John Austin
• Trails for Recreation, Design, & Care, John Morton

It’s time to remember and celebrate Put Blodgett, our long-time leader, at the reception hosted by 
VWA, present and past board members, and sponsors. Hear from the many people whose lives Put 
touched as he advocated tirelessly for healthy forests! Enjoy a buffet of hors d’oeuvres and cash bar.

Head home or join us on the lawn to continue the celebration and conversation. Bring a lawn chair!

Mail to: VWA, PO Box 6004, Rutland, VT 05702 OR register online at https://tinyurl.com/2tyfhhmn

I’ll arrive in time for: 
(check all that apply)

____ Coffee and pastry  ____ Walk in the Woods  ____ Lunch
____ Annual Meeting  ____Reception

When What

8:30 Annual meeting 
registration opens

9:45 Walks in the 
Woods

12:00 Lunch

1:30 Annual meeting 
presentations begin

4:00 Reception

6:00(ish) Adjourn

Please note that we will follow all 
Covid protocols in place at time 

of annual meeting.
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There are approximately 170,000 
woodlot owners in Ontario; these 
woodlots average about 20 hectares 
each, but can range in size from just a 
few, to thousands of hectares. While 
some families have owned their 
forested land for many generations, 
there is a growing contingent for 
whom woodlot ownership is a new and 
exciting experience.

Ontario woodlots are home to a wide 
range of tree species: pine, cedar, 
spruce, maple, walnut, and oak to name 
a few. The reason for and approach 
to owning a woodlot can be quite 
diverse. Some manage their woodlots 
for income, some to conserve wildlife 
habitat and others for a combination 
of reasons. A common thread that 
brings landowners together is a desire 
to manage their woodlands to the best 
of their abilities and to ensure forest 
health for generations to come.

The Ontario Woodlot Association 
(OWA) is a not-for-profit grassroots 
organization governed by an elected, 
volunteer board of directors. OWA 
members own and manage woodlots 
throughout the province and include 
individuals and organizations that 
support sustainability, good stewardship, 
and responsible forest management. 
The Association believes that private 
landowners have a vital role to play 

to ensure that sustainably managed 
forests remain a part of Ontario’s future. 
By developing a strong network of 20 
regional chapters, the OWA has been 
able to ensure that the concerns of its 
members from all areas of the province 
are heard and acted upon.

“The OWA welcomes new members 
who share a passion for healthy, 
productive woodlots and forests, and 

works to uphold landowners’ rights, 
under the law, and also to emphasize 
landowners’ responsibilities,” says 
John Pineau, Executive Director of the 
OWA. “Our Chapters and members are 
the strength of the organization; and 
the face of the OWA on the ground.”

The OWA philosophy sees the woodlot 
owner as a steward of Ontario’s 
most important natural resource 
and believes each woodlot is part of 
a larger social, environmental, and 
economic landscape. The Association 
supports any initiative that seeks to 
achieve sustainable management of our 
woodlots and forests, and expresses 
concern about any initiative that 
might reduce forest cover in Ontario. 
Individuals and organizations who 
share a common interest in privately 
owned forests are welcome by the OWA 
to develop co-operative relationships 
and collaboration.

“Why people come to own a woodlot 
can vary; an inheritance, a dream of 
living in the woods, or something to 
enjoy on weekends, but the thing that 
all tend to have in common is the 
question—what do I do now that I am 
a woodlot owner?” Pineau says. “The 
answer to that question has three parts: 

STEWARDSHIP, continued on pg. 18

Supporting Private Forest Owners in 
Stewardship and Sustainability

Products from Marian Petelycky’s woodlot business – Bees 
and Teas.

by John Pineau, Executive Director, Ontario Woodlot Owners

NEWS FROM OUR NORTHWESTERN 
NEIGHBORS, ONTARIO, CA
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STEWARDSHIP, continued from pg. 17

1) get to know what is in your woods, 
2) determine your objectives, and 3) 
create an action plan.”

There are options available to the 
landowner when carrying out these 
steps ... Some things may be done 
personally, but others are best done 
with the help of a forest professional. 
The landowner should consider all 
options and choose those that are 
the best fit for their situation. The 
OWA can certainly help by providing 
guidance, advice and best practices 
to woodlot owners that allows them 
to evolve as stewards of their valuable 
lands. The OWA’s network of regional 
chapters provides an opportunity for 
members and the public to interact 
and learn from each other, and to see 
and deeply appreciate the value of this 

fundamental natural resource and the 
woodlot owner as its steward.

“OWA membership is a great way 
for a landowner to acquire a better 
understanding of their forest,” says 
Marian Petelycky, OWA Quinte Chapter 
Board Rep. “It allows you to meet other 
members and local forestry experts, 
ask questions, and eventually guide the 
decision of which professional to hire 
should the need arise.”

“By getting involved and attending 
chapter events, you will be able to talk 
with other members, ask questions 
and share experiences” Petelycky says. 
“With the information gathered from 
woodlot tours and workshops, you 
learn about monitoring forest health, 
from biodiversity, invasive species, 

to tree diseases and other important 
indicators of forest health.”

Membership in the OWA has much 
value with a variety of products and 
services, including a subscription to 
The Ontario Woodlander, a quarterly 
magazine with articles on all matters 
pertaining to owning a woodlot and 
to applying best forest management 
practices. A new member is also 
brought into the OWA fold of engaged 
and enthusiastic life-long learners!
The OWA also encourages woodlot 
owners to participate in the provincial 
government’s Managed Forest Tax 
Incentive Program (MFTIP). The 
purpose of the MFTIP is to assess 
managed forest properties at a rate 
similar to agricultural land which, in 
some cases, results in a substantial tax 
savings. Details are available on the 
OWA website, ontariowoodlot.com 
under “Forest Management”. The link 
is https://www.ontariowoodlot.com/
information/mftip/mftip-program.

In addition, through the OWA’s 
on-going merger with the Eastern 
Ontario Model Forest, the option to 
have woodlots certified under Forest 
Stewardship Council (FSC) standards 
is available. Details are available at this 
link: https://www.eomf.on.ca/programs/
certification. 

For more information about the OWA:
Email: info@ontariowoodlot.com 
Phone: 613-713-1525

Marian Petelycky, OWA Board Rep for Quinte Chapter, with husband, Peter, in front of the sign for their woodlot business.
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I’m a forester, not a … partner, 
communicator, teacher, accountant, 
cheerleader and definitely not a doctor … 

I don’t think when we all signed on to 
be foresters, we thought we would be 
any of those things (well, definitely not 
a doctor). But, in truth, we are many of 
those, and probably a partner in some 
form is high on the list! 

I believe my favorite definition of 
a partner is “a friend who shares a 
common interest or participates in 
achieving a common goal.” Sometimes I 
feel like I have hundreds of partnerships 
going on in my head and in my world on 
any given day.

Or maybe those are just the hats I might 
wear. I think I have worn many different 
hats in the last 24 hours, some of which 
never really come off. Let’s see, I have 
worn forester, accountant, teacher, 
coordinator, Tree Farm Inspector and 
Facilitator, student, volunteer, mom, 
sister, daughter, friend and sometimes 
a shoulder to cry upon. That’s not all, I 
am sure, but that’s all I can recall. All of 
these are partnerships, if you go by that 
definition of sharing a common interest 
and participating in a common goal.

As a Tree Farm Inspector, you have 
some partnerships that are similar to my 
own, especially if you are in business for 
yourself. Getting to know many of you 
throughout the years, many for decades 
(wow, definitely dating myself there), 
has been inspirational to see where you 

all spend your time when you are not 
practicing forestry. Tree Farm is only 
one of those places. At the end of every 
year, Kyle Mason and I review all those 
avenues you travel down after reaching 
out to you, and tally up a point system 
to see who gets our annual Tree Farm 
Inspector of the Year award. In fact, as I 
was thinking about writing this article, 
I realized that although it is a way to 
identify those most active in our Tree 
Farm Inspector world, it does not really 
measure impact.

One partnership could be life-changing 
on a personal level, and on a professional 
level, and maybe you may think it is of 
minimal impact. I have a recently new 
partner in presenting the Tree Farm 
Inspector Training, Alex Barrett. He has 
been a great addition as a Facilitator, 
and having someone to work with and 
rely upon in these trainings has been 
priceless! You all are serving on boards, 
commissions and committees on local, 
regional, state and national levels. You 
volunteer endlessly. I am sure that 
we all sometimes get the feeling that 
what we do in this world goes mostly 
unnoticed with little impact. I think if 
we collectively dropped pebbles in Lake 
Champlain for every area in which we 
partner, it might cause a small tidal wave 
from the impact.

The reality is we are foresters, managing 
the forested landscape across this 
beautiful State of Vermont, and that 
really is our best partnership of all, and 
when you combine that with the tenets 

of Tree Farm, in my opinion, it doesn’t 
get much better. As I am able to now 
walk into stands that are being treated 
for the third time in some cases, I get to 
really see the impact in the forest. We 
can look at it through the lens of wood, 
wildlife, water or recreation, and know 
that we have impacted all of these in 
some way. Maybe we’ve stabilized roads 
where they were unstable, improved 
timber quality, created young forest 
habitat or added hiking trails to get to 
a favorite spot. Maybe we have hosted 
tours with Vermont FPR, or Fish and 
Wildlife, Vermont Audubon, Coverts 
or The Nature Conservancy. We have 
connected and sometimes partnered 
not only with our clients on their 
land, but likely with county and state 
foresters, and also with other forest 
landowners across the state, some who 
are Tree Farmers, some who are not. 
Some have traveled all over the world 
meeting people who all share that 
common interest of being responsible 
stewards of the forest.

With all that said, I don’t think we 
can get through this life without 
partners, even though this past year 
has isolated all of us from physical 
connections with most of our world. 
Thank goodness we could still go 
into the forest, whether for work or 
relaxation, participating in a common 
goal of breathing out, and breathing in, 
and appreciating the likeminded forest 
stewardship of earlier generations, and 
the generations to come.

VERMONT TREE FARM
INSPECTOR’S LOG

Star Date August 1, 2021
by Kathy Beland, Co-chair VT Tree Farm Committee and Inspector Trainer

VERMONT WOODLANDS ASSOCIATION •  VERMONT TREE FARM PROGRAM
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The SFI Inc. Board of Directors voted to 
approve the proposed revised standards 
and move forward to its implementation 
beginning January 2022. 

This was a fairly comprehensive 
rewrite of the standards adding several 
new components including climate 
smart forestry and a more rigorous 
set of protocols to verify sustainability 
of managed forests. Moving from 
“knowledge to practice” is the general 
theme motivating these new more 
stringent standards. The last revision 
was 2014. Some changes are also 
made to logger training programs 
to recognize changing priorities on 
the landscape including rare and 
threatened species and invasive species. 

“SFI has the scale to make a difference 
with more than 375 million acres/152 
million hectares certified to the SFI 
Forest Management Standard, and 
tens of millions more certified to 
the SFI Fiber Sourcing Standard,” 
says Kathy Abusow, SFI’s President 
and CEO. “Because the standards 
require independent, third-party 
audits, organizations that use them are 
responding to the ESG expectations of 
investors, customers and communities.”
SFI revises and updates the SFI standards 
to incorporate the latest scientific 
information, respond to emerging issues 
and ensure continual improvement. This 

open and transparent process began in 
2019 and included engagement with the 
conservation community, Indigenous 
communities, the forest products sector, 
brand owners, private forest landowners 
and public forest managers, government 
agencies, trade associations, landowner 
associations, academia, and the public. 
The SFI Board of Directors approved the 
SFI 2022 Standards and Rules at their 
April 2021 meeting.

During Spring and Summer of 2020, 
the SFI staff provided nine webinars 
that were specific topic focused and 
were of very high quality. They can be 
viewed on their website at https://www.
sfiprogram.org/sfi-standard-revision-
process/.

SFI Annual Meeting 2021
The 2021 SFI Annual Conference took 
place May 12-14 on Zoom. More than 
600 people attended to learn from a 
diverse, dynamic group of speakers 
about critical global issues facing the 
forestry sector, including:
• How sustainably managed forests 

and forest products can help meet 
the climate challenge, utilizing tools 
like SFI standard requirements 
for climate smart forestry and fire 
resiliency and awareness.

• The increasing influence of 
environmental, social, and 
governance (ESG) factors and 

how SFI’s work aligns with helping 
companies meet new reporting 
structures, and also how we need 
to help elevate understanding of 
the role of the forest sector among 
these audiences. 

• Collaborations to achieve species 
recovery and other conservation 
outcomes on SFI-certified lands in 
the U.S. and Canada.

• Why building a diverse and 
resilient workforce for the future 
is so important, and how we can 
overcome challenges in reaching 
young, diverse audiences.

• How urban and community forests 
are central to addressing so many 
issues from climate to equity in our 
communities.

Project Learning Tree
New Explore Your Environment: K-8 
Activity Guide for Elementary and 
Middle School Educators

As with just about everything, efforts to 
advance Project Learning Tree growth in 
Vermont were greatly slowed by Covid-
19. The Steering Committee met recently 
to reconfirm our commitment and 
redirect our efforts to obtain more PLT 
Facilitators. Facilitators are trained to be 
able to demonstrate PLT to teachers and 
other adults engaged in teaching roles for 
our youth on how to use the curriculum 
in their education efforts.

SFI Standards – SFI Board of 
Directors Approve Moving Forward

NEWS FROM SUSTAINABLE 
FORESTRY INITIATIVE

by Ed Larson SFI VT Coordinator and Bill Sayre, Chair SFI VT
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We will host a facilitators workshop sometime in the fall. 
Vermont’s PLT Coordinator Rebecca Roy is working on the 
details and as soon as we have the date and venue, we will let 
people know. If you have interest in getting a more balanced 
education on forests and forestry to our students and have 
some time to commit to reaching out to K-12 teachers, day 
care providers, and other youth-oriented educational programs, 
please let us know. We want to help you achieve that goal.

Last April, Project Learning 
Tree® (PLT) released a new 
curriculum guide to engage 
kindergarten through grade 
8 students in exploring their 
environment. Project Learning 
Tree is a long-established, award-
winning environmental education 
program that uses trees and forests 
as windows on the world to advance 
environmental literacy, stewardship, 

and pathways to green careers. The guide includes 50 field-
tested, hands-on activities that integrate investigations of 
nature with science, math, English language arts, and social 
studies. It incorporates outdoor education and connects youth 
to nature, which has many proven benefits.

This user-friendly guide can work indoors or outdoors, 
in a classroom or outdoor forest setting. Educators can 
obtain a copy of PLT’s Explore Your Environment: K-8 
Activity Guide directly from PLT’s Shop at www,plt.
org or by attending a local PLT professional development 
workshop conducted by PLT’s 50-state network. Vermont’s 
PLT Coordinator, Rebecca Roy has not yet announced a 
workshop for this new streamlined program guide but plans 
for something this fall. 

This new, cutting-edge resource for educators offers robust, 
real-world learning experiences for students designed to 
bolster STEM (science, technology, engineering and math) 
learning, promote civic engagement, and help young people 
acquire the skills they’ll need to be creative problem solvers. To 
further support educators, each PLT activity displays explicit 
connections to practices and concepts mandated by the Next 
Generation Science Standards (NGSS), Common Core State 
Standards (CCSS) for English Language Arts and Mathematics, 
and College, Career, and Civic Life Framework for Social 
Studies (C3). The activities develop students’ critical thinking 
skills as they participate in hands-on learning, debate real-life 
environmental decisions, and engage with their community in 
action projects.

PLT is an initiative of the Sustainable Forestry Initiative 
(SFI). Since becoming part of SFI in 2017, PLT has won 
two Learning® Magazine Teachers’ ChoiceSM Awards including 
for its Energy in Ecosystems curriculum for grades 3-5 in 
2019, and its Carbon & Climate curriculum in 2020.
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1769 Vermont Land Trust, 
 Bluffside Farm, Newport, VT

Welcome New 
Tree Farmers

William C. Martin, Hanover, NH
Susan Culp, Newbury, VT
Rikki Furman, Pownal, VT
Randy Rianhard, Westbrook, CT
Andrew Perchlik, Plainfield, VT
Dorie Seavey, Woodstock, VT
Brian Anderson, Chelsea, VT
Samantha Schiela, East Dover, VT

Welcome New 
VWA Members
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According to Elise Schadler, a program 
manager with Vermont Urban and 
Community Forestry, a tree warden is a 
modern day local Lorax—a community 
spokesperson for the trees. Appointed 
by local selectboards, tree wardens are 
responsible for making determinations 
about public shade trees, defined as “a 
shade or ornamental tree located in 
whole or in part within the limits of a 
public way or public place.”

“A homeowner may want to improve 
their view or widen a driveway, or a 
road crew may have identified trees 
that need to be removed,” said Schadler. 
“The tree warden brings perspective to 
those conversations to make sure the 
many public benefits of shade trees are 
considered.”

Calais tree warden, Neal Maker, is 
currently working with the town road and 

conservation commissioners to plan for 
the preservation of a row of maples along 
Adamant Road. “It’s a beautiful row of 
stately old maples with pretty fields behind 
them,” said Maker, “but some of the trees 
are over 150 years old and beginning to 
decline, so we are working out a plan to 
protect the younger, healthy trees.”

Maker is also helping the town inventory 
its ash trees in response to the emerald 
ash borer. “Calais has a lot of ash trees,” 
said Maker. “While many will need to 
be removed, some will survive and it’s 
important we protect those to make 
sure that ash trees are part of our forest 
makeup in the future.”

Being planful and thinking about the 
long-term impact of the town’s trees is the 
most important part of the job, according 
to Maker.

“The more thoughtful we can be, the 
more we can get out of our trees,” he said. 
“Forests exist in public spaces, providing 
shade and beauty, as well as ecological 
benefits and wildlife habitat. All of 
that needs to be balanced against road 
maintenance and individual interests with 
the long-term in mind.”

Maker is working on a Shade Tree 
Preservation Plan, a new and optional 
component of a tree warden’s duties, 

Vermont Tree Wardens: 
A Voice for the Forest
by Christine McGowan, Forest Products Program Director at Vermont Sustainable Jobs Fund

NEWS FROM VERMONT 
SUSTAINABLE JOBS FUND

Calais tree warden Neal Maker (Photo courtesy of Erica Houskeeper)

Adamant Road in Calais is where local tree warden Neal 
Maker is working with the town to plan for the preservation 
of a row of maples. (Photo courtesy of Erica Houskeeper)
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that will be presented to the town for 
adoption. According to Schadler, about 
a dozen towns in Vermont are in the 
process of developing similar plans, which 
will be posted on the program’s website as 
templates for other tree wardens around 
the state.

Local decisions, statewide support

Vermont is famous for its local decision-
making, which is upheld by the tree 
warden position. Recent changes to the 
100-year-old statute, however, allow 
state officials to better connect tree 
wardens across Vermont to collaborate, 
problem-solve, and learn from each 
other. “The old statute did not include 
any reporting of tree wardens,” said 
Schadler. “As of November 2020, towns 
are now required to certify a tree warden 
with the Department of Forests, Parks 
and Recreation, which allows us to 
provide more education and networking 
opportunities.”

Maker, who has been a tree warden in 
Calais for five years, believes Vermont 
can do a better job managing problems 
like the emerald ash borer if efforts are 
coordinated. “I love the idea of a network 
of tree wardens,” he said. “Small, rural 
towns have varying degrees of expertise 
and take different approaches, but we’re 
all part of one, big forest ecosystem.”

Vermont Urban and Community Forestry 
is taking the lead on creating a database 
of tree wardens. Schadler says that about 
half of Vermont towns have already 
reported contact information for their tree 
warden — a number she expects to grow 
as town’s fill vacancies. Information about 
the law (https://www.vlct.org/municipal-
assistance/municipal-topics/tree-law) and 
a FAQ (https://www.vlct.org/tree-law-faqs) 
developed with the Vermont League of 
Cities and Towns are available online to 
support tree wardens and help selectboards 
understand the statues.

“The old tree warden statutes were viewed 
as quaint and a little vague,” she said. 

“The updates make clear the important 
role they play in decision-making, so we 
expect more people to step forward for 
the position.”

Becoming a tree warden

According to the updated statutes signed 
into law by Governor Scott last year, 
the tree warden is appointed by a local 
selectboard. Schadler notes that some tree 
wardens are professional arborists or have 
a background in logging or forestry, while 
others are municipal employees who work 
within public works and park departments, 
or citizens with an interest in trees.

The range of experience and diversity of 
backgrounds for the position is, in part, 
why Vermont Urban and Community 
Forestry amped up their resources for 
tree wardens (https://vtcommunityforestry.
org/resources/vermont-tree-wardens-0) 
and launched an online “Tree Warden 
School” — a self-guided online course 
offering in-depth training on the roles and 
responsibility of a tree warden, identifying 
trees as a public resource, and connecting 
with stakeholders. They are also planning 
an in-person networking event this fall.

“Now that the law offers a clear 
understanding of the responsibilities of 
the tree warden, we are much better able 
to provide support,” said Schadler. “It’s 
an important role — trees are part of 
the infrastructure of a community. Tree 
wardens give them a voice.”

About the Vermont Forest  
Industry Network

Vermont’s forest products industry 
generates an annual economic output of 
$1.4 billion and supports 10,500 jobs in 
forestry, logging, processing, specialty 
woodworking, construction and wood 
heating. Forest-based recreation adds an 
additional $1.9 billion and 10,000 jobs 
to Vermont’s economy. The Vermont 
Forest Industry Network creates the 
space for industry professionals from 
across the entire supply chain and trade 
association partners throughout the 
state to build stronger relationships and 
collaboration throughout the industry, 
including helping to promote new and 
existing markets for Vermont wood 
products, from high-quality furniture to 
construction material to thermal biomass 
products such as chips and pellets. Learn 
more or join at www.vsjf.org.

The Calais Town Hall on Kent Hill Road. Vermont towns are famous for their local decision-making, and Calais is no exception. 
Recent changes to the 100-year-old statute, however, allow state officials to better connect tree wardens across Vermont to 

collaborate, problem-solve, and learn from each other. (Photo courtesy of Erica Houskeeper)
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One of the most popular Farm Bill 
Conservation programs for forest 
landowners is the Environmental Quality 
Incentives Program (EQIP) (https://www.
nrcs.usda.gov/wps/portal/nrcs/main/
national/programs/financial/eqip/). EQIP 
offers technical and financial assistance to 
help private landowners address natural 
resource concerns on their land. Natural 
resource concerns typically addressed on 
woodlots in Vermont include invasive 
plants, fish and wildlife habitat, thinning 
overstocked pole stands, crop or mast tree 
release, eroding skid trails and stream 
crossings, pollinator habitat, and more.

The primary mechanism to address 
these resource concerns is Natural 
Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) 
conservation practices. These are technical 
guidelines prescribed for each practice. 
Examples of commonly used conservation 
practices include Early Successional 
Habitat Management, Brush Management 
(invasive plants), Forest Stand 
Improvement, Forest Trails and Landings, 
and Tree and Shrub Establishment. 
Eligible landowners who are awarded a 

conservation contract receive a practice 
payment intended to cover a large portion 
of the cost to install the practices.

EQIP requires that a current Forest 
Management Plan be in place on a parcel 
whenever a conservation practice will be 
applied to that forest land. This ensures 
working forests are under management 
and meet national requirements. In 
Vermont, a Use Value Appraisal (UVA) 
forest management plan meets this forest 
plan requirement. Landowners that 
want a forest management plan with 
additional stewardship elements (beyond 
the minimum UVA plan) can apply for 
an NRCS Forest Management Plan. These 
plans are intended for landowners that 
do not currently have a forest plan, and 
for those landowners that need a new/
updated plan (e.g. 10-year update). The 
NRCS forest management plan, developed 
by approved Forester Technical Service 
Providers (TSPs), also meets the EQIP 
forest plan requirement. 

Another program growing in popularity in 
Vermont is the Conservation Stewardship 
Program (CSP) (https://www.nrcs.usda.gov/
wps/portal/nrcs/detail/national/programs/
financial/csp/?cid=nrcseprd1253821). 
Where EQIP helps landowners address a 
variety of resource concerns, CSP is often 
thought of as the next step for landowners 
after EQIP. CSP is a reward program 
for good managers and is intended to 
maintain existing conservation efforts 
and incentivize further conservation. CSP 
provides annual payments that reflect the 
current level of conservation. So, those 

motivated landowners who have already 
addressed most or all of their resource 
concerns through EQIP, or on their own, 
would receive a higher annual payment 
than those that still have a number of 
resource concerns to address on their land. 
The higher the conservation performance 
level, the higher the payment. For CSP, 
landowners must also agree to adopt 
additional conservation activities, which 
would also be incentivized. Minimum 
annual stewardship payments are 
$1,500 a year for five years for successful 
applicants plus the payment for additional 
conservation activities. 

So how do you apply? The new Farm 
Bill has improved and streamlined 
the application process. Simply fill out 
an application form online (https://
www.nrcs.usda.gov/wps/portal/
nrcs/detailfull/national/newsroom/
features/?cid=stelprdb1193811), or, you 
can “Request Assistance” through email 
or phone call to the local NRCS Field 
Office (https://www.nrcs.usda.gov/wps/
portal/nrcs/main/vt/contact/local/), and 

Program and Partnership 
Opportunities Between Forest 
Landowners and NRCS
By Toby Alexander, NRCS State Biologist/Forester
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they will fill out the form for you before 
the application deadline. A conservationist 
can then meet with you to determine 
objectives, inventory the land and 
resources and then conduct an assessment 
for your land and potential project. For 
those projects with high potential for 
funding, landowners can then decide to 
complete the remaining paperwork and 
application process.

Forestry and wildlife projects are all 
ranked together, and those with the 
greatest conservation benefits are awarded 
a conservation contract. There are funding 
“batches” through the year where groups 
of applications are taken from start to 
finish. That’s why it’s important to connect 
with an NRCS representative early in the 
year to ensure you are in the system. Note 
that the federal fiscal year runs from Oct. 1 
through Sept. 30 of the following year.

NRCS is the lead federal agency providing 
technical and financial assistance to private 
landowners, but we don’t work alone. In 
Vermont, NRCS works with a variety of 
conservation partners to implement the 
very best habitat management and forestry 
conservation practices. We have worked 
closely with the Vermont Department of 
Fish and Wildlife on habitat improvement 
through our programs for nearly 18 

years. This work has also extended into 
aquatic habitat with department fisheries 
biologists. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Partners for Fish and Wildlife Program 
has also been a longstanding partner, 
particularly in riparian and aquatic habitat 
projects and in wetland restoration in 
other programs.

In the forestry community, we have 
worked closely with Vermont Department 
of Forests and Parks, both directly and 
indirectly, with department foresters 
and other specialists. We also have a 
new agreement and forestry position 
located in southern Vermont via the 

National Wild Turkey Federation and 
other recent forestry assistance from 
Vermont Association of Conservation 
Districts. NRCS also recognizes the 
critical importance of Vermont’s private 
consulting foresters to getting conservation 
on the ground including NRCS 
conservation practices. We often see some 
of the best projects when landowners have 
engaged with consulting foresters. 

NRCS has been helping to improve 
habitat and forest resources for many 
years in Vermont. We owe a debt of 
gratitude to the countless partners, 
including other government agencies, 
private organizations, institutions, private 
foresters and dedicated landowners that 
have helped us over the years. They have 
assisted with trainings as well as helped us 
improve our programs and conservation 
practices along the way. If you are new 
to NRCS or have participated before, we 
invite you to join this large conservation 
partnership in Vermont and continue to 
improve your forest land with assistance 
available through NRCS.

To stay up to date on conservation 
opportunities through NRCS in Vermont, 
subscribe to our GovDelivery email 
system here: https://public.govdelivery.
com/accounts/USDANRCS/subscriber/
new?qsp=USDANRCS_47.
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Many generous donors have 
already contributed to our 
Memorial and Honorary 
Funds, naming those who 
touched their lives in special 
ways. You may see your loved 
ones in this list. 

Contributions to the 
Memorial Fund have been 
received for:

Thomas Beland
Rita Bizzozero
Putnam Blodgett
Clark Bothfeld
George Buzzell
Robert Darrow
Azel S. Hall
John Henenway
Ruth Mengedoht
Edward Osmer
Robert Pulaski
Michael Tatro
Peter Upton
Jim Wilkinson

Contributions to the 
Honorary Fund have been 
received for:

Kathy Beland
Chris Elwell
Paul Harwood
Leo Laferriere
Thom McEvoy
Steve Miller
Ross Morgan
Steven Peckham
William Sayre
Steve Sinclair
Stoner Tree Farm
Kathleen Wanner

If you would like to make a 
donation to the memorial or 
honorary fund, please make 
note of whom your donation is 
for and if you want it invested 
in the Memorial/Honorary 
Endowment (inaccessible 
principal in perpetuity) or the 
Memorial/Honorary Fund 
(accessible principal).

• Appraisal & Valuation
• Management Plan Development
• Operation Logistics/Roads
• Ecosystem Services/Carbon
• Timber Sale Administration
• Biometrics/Growth & Yield

• GIS & Technical Services
• Conservation Easements
• Forest Certification
• Tax Abatement Plans
• Purchase & Sale Due Dilligence
• Wildlife Habitat Plans & Invasives Control

Serving Timberland Investors Since 1968

Full Service Forestry Consulting, Timberland Marketing and 

Investment Analysis Services across the U.S.  

Forest Management • Consulting • Marketing • Sales

Foresters and Licensed Real Estate Professionals in 14 Regional 

Offices www.landvest.com

Information and 
Guidance to a Successful 

Timber Harvest

VTCutwithConfidence.com

Timber harvests come with a lot of questions–some answers you need 
to know, some you don't. To help you answer those important questions 
about your woods, the Vermont Department of Forests, Parks and 
Recreation has created the Landowner Guides to a Successful Timber 
Harvest. They’re simple and concise guides that handle topics including: 
Overview of a timber harvest, Water, Wildlife, Economics, and Working 
with Foresters and Loggers. Download the series or just the booklets 
that pertain to you at VTCutwithConfidence.com.

VERMONT WOODLANDS ASSOCIATION •  VERMONT TREE FARM PROGRAM
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David Brooks has a book called The 
Road to Character, in which he explores 
our transition from a culture that valued 
humility and trusted institutions to an 
individualistic culture that encourages 
people to see themselves as the center of 
the universe. Brooks used the quarterbacks 
who appeared in Super Bowl III in 1969 as 
illustrations of the old school/new school 
divide. In that game Johnny Unitas, the 
crewcut-wearing son of a coal-delivery-
truck driver who was never anything 
but self-effacing in public and played 
NFL quarterback with the pizazz of a 
plumber laying pipe, lost to Joe Namath, a 
flamboyant sixties swinger with fur coats 
and long hair whose autobiography is 
titled “I can’t wait until tomorrow because 
I get better looking every day.” A more 
current manifestation would be the great 
divide we see between those who see 
masks and Covid vaccines as a science-
based civic duty and those who see them 
as an affront to individual liberty.

We can and should acknowledge that 
there was some good that came out of 
this paradigm shift. There were problems 
with the old order, and becoming a more 
assertive and self-centered people has 
had benefits. Nevertheless there’s plenty 
to be concerned about, as kids are being 
raised today to believe they have all of life’s 
answers inside themselves even while many 
of the adults in their lives bear the psychic 
scars of fitting themselves with that same 
self-absorbed yoke. (Elizabeth Gilbert 
writes in Eat, Pray, Love: “God dwells within 
you as you yourself, exactly the way you 
are.” That thought terrifies me.) 

To the woods part.

The Vermont Woodlands Association 
works to find, build, and cultivate 
partnerships that support good forest 
management in the state. This strikes 

me as very old school, as very Johnny 
U. The institutions through which 
we’ve traditionally structured our forest 
management endeavors harken back to 
the middle part of the last century, with 
the landowner playing her role, and 
the forester playing his role, the state 
playing its role, VWA playing its role as 
an information distribution network, 
on and on. This system worked well in 
a culture that had faith in institutions. It 
worked well in a humble culture, where 
the Internet hadn’t yet made everyone 
a self-appointed expert. There’s still the 
assumption in Vermont that while forests 
may be individually owned, they’re part 
of a greater community. For example, 
our Current Use taxation system is built 
in a way that ensures people continue to 
manage their forests for timber so that 
the resource can be used by the public. 
This worked well in a society that valued 
cultivation and thrift.

But these things can certainly chafe 
against our newer individualistic 
impulses – and I can be as bad as anyone 
in this regard. I don’t have the inherent 
faith in institutions – which can be slow, 
and ponderous, and uncreative – that my 
parents and grandparents did. My father 
belonged and belongs to a wide range 
of civic organizations, and at age 45 I’ve 
yet to follow his lead. I’m inclined to feel 
like I know what’s best for the woods I 
know intimately and I’m happy to tell 
you all about it. I don’t necessarily agree 
with the landowner who wants to be in 
Current Use but doesn’t want to harvest 
timber because of guidance from their 
inner Lorax, or the go-it-alone libertarian 
whose brand of half-baked forestry is 
none of anyone’s damn business, but I 
feel a certain kinship with their certainty 
because it’s just a different manifestation 
of my own “I know best” impulses. 

The point is not that we’re wrong when 
we follow our inner voices; it’s just to 
remember that we’re not always right. 
The sweet spot is when the old communal 
traditions and the new individualistic 
ones exist in creative tension and 
conversation. This conversation needs 
to happen in most realms of life, but 
especially where it comes to forest 
management. If we’re to do right by 
Vermont’s forests, forest landowners 
need to cultivate a land ethic – to 
consider the land and strengthen their 
relationship with it and commitment 
to it. To see their individual holding as 
part of a larger matrix. To see how their 
management affects, and ideally might 
compliment, the forest as a whole. To see 
how complicated nature is – forestry is 
– and to have the mental flexibility that’s 
required for good stewardship. To be a 
grateful inheritor of rural traditions and 
wisdom; to understand that wisdom is 
not knowledge; that experience is a better 
teacher than pure reason. To have the 
awareness, as we’re managing on the scale 
of centuries, to know that no matter how 
smart we think we are, a lot of what we 
know is distorted and wrong.

If we’re going to strengthen the land ethic 
and encourage the next generation to 
coexist productively with nature, we first 
need to get people to coexist with their 
own bifurcated human nature. If we want 
woods with character, we need its stewards 
to have character. And, of course, if we’re 
going to encourage this in others, we must 
first encourage it in ourselves. 

Dave Mance III writes and edits for a new 
publication called Vermont Almanac -- it’s an 
annual yearbook that documents life in rural 
Vermont. Learn more at vermontalmanac.org. 

Woods with Character
by Dave Mance
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The rock wall reaches only to my knee 
now, and the hike up does not feel as 
long. My parents no longer have to pack 
a backpack of juice boxes and crackers 
to motivate me to reach the top, and my 
father does not have to hold my hand 
anymore as I climb over the tree stumps 
and fallen logs that break the path.

“Lala’s Lookout,” my family calls that 
spot at the crest of our wooded hill. I 
have been hiking to it since I was first 
given that nickname, and after 17 years, 
it has remained unchanged. Seventeen 
years is not so long compared to the 
history of matters bigger than myself, 
that I do know. But for me, it is all I know 
so far. How is it that I have changed so 
drastically in the same period during 
which my wooded retreat has undergone 
no transformation? There is a wonder to 
the forest its regular visitors know well, 
a sense of comparative minimalism that 
stems from this juxtaposition. The woods 

has watched me grow up — what else has 
it seen?

There is a slant in the corner stone of the 
old wall that provides the perfect seat. 
From here, you can look out at the hills 
of grass below. There is an outcropping of 
forest to the left that blocks the neighbor’s 
house from view, but their small fishing 
pond and its fence of oaks is visible 
beyond the patch of golden rod that 
arises each summer. Past that, the county 
road that hugs the side of the subsequent 
hill and disappears over its crest, and 
an old yellow farmhouse framed by the 
mountains of Vermont.

Sometimes I like to think about those 
who enjoyed this view before me. I 
imagine the artist who held this land 
prior to my family, unpacking brushes 
and paints after an early morning hike, 
using the crumbling rockwall as a shelf 
as she unfolds her easel, sets up her 
canvas, and begins to paint the sunrise. 
I wonder what she was able to capture, if 
she was happy with the way it turned out 
or if she was reminded once again of the 
inferiority of any image compared to the 
real view. I wonder if she worried about 
the Cold War or the economic recession 
while she was up there, or if that was the 
spot where she could find retreat from her 
stresses in the comparative clarity of the 
natural world.

I think about the sheep farmers who used 
this land not simply for recreation but 
for their source of life, and the different 
sense of appreciation they must have held 
for it. I can picture them — a father and 
son, perhaps, driving a horse up the steep 
slope, falling a tree, and dragging it down 
with them to use for firewood or a new 

barn. Perhaps, on one occasion or many, 
they were led to chase a stray sheep up 
to the summit, and, upon catching sight 
of the view, were able to release their 
worries and lead the animal home with a 
heightened sense of peace and gratitude.

The wire fences would have been newer 
then, upright and complete instead 
of buried in leaves and peaking out 
in patches. I wonder if the woods 
appreciated their consistent company, if 
it misses the days where its landholders 
expressed their need for the land more 
directly.

I like to think about some of the first 
people to appreciate this little plot of 
forest, the members of the Mohawk tribe 
who lived off the land in more ways than 
one. The land was the basic foundation 
of their culture, by both subsistence and 
spirituality. I can picture them hunting 
whitetailed deer beneath the maple that 
now holds my father’s treestand, farming 
maize in that little valley below the 
lookout. I believe that they saw the face of 
the Creator in this unique arrangement of 
fields and trees and peaks because to this 
day it is still visible.

Perhaps there was another 17-year-old, 
one of a different time and life, who 
liked to rest at the top of this little hill 
and look out at the mountains beyond. 
Perhaps they, too, took their moments 
there to think about the nature of the 
land, found a solitude that grounded 
them to their role in the saga of the 
forest. There would have been no yellow 
house, no rock walls or sheep fence, but 
still they would have seen the same view 
as I, an appreciation for the woods, its 
history, and our place in it.

A Reflection on the Connections 
of the Woods
by Lauren Chuhta, VWA Intern
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HOW CAN YOU HELP YOUR FOREST?

Work with a consulting forester to manage as best as possible in these 
difficult times. With the complexity of the problems facing us, it is 
imperative to have professional help, just as we do for our medical, 
dental, legal and accounting needs. Also, your consulting forester’s 
assistance is needed to make sure forest management is allowed if you 
should ever decide to put your property into a conservation easement.

HOW CAN YOU HELP VWA?

Introduce a friend, neighbor, or family 
member to VWA. Membership really 
matters!

Attend a workshop or walk in the woods 
to learn from and network with others.

Are you a Tree Farmer who is NOT a VWA 
member? Now is a great time to join. 

Do you:
• Have a desire to leave the land better 
than you found it
• Wish to learn more about sound 
forest management
• Want to be part of an organization 
that advocates for private landowners
• Have a stewardship ethic that makes 
you proud

Vermont Woodlands Association may 
be for you. Join now and get your 
first year of membership, with your 
compliments. 

Call the office to arrange for our complimentary one-
year membership. Add your voice to our nearly 900 
woodland owner members.

Are you a VWA member who is NOT a tree 
farmer?  Now is a great time to enroll. 

Do you:
• Have a desire to leave the land better 

than you found it
• Own 10 or more forested acres
• Have a management plan, or wish to 

have one
• Have a stewardship ethic that makes 

you proud

Tree Farm may be for you. Join now 
as a “Pioneer” while you prepare for 
full certification. VWA will waive the 
$30 annual administrative fee for the 
coming year. 

If your plan already meets the Tree Farm standard, you 
may be eligible to enroll as a certified Tree Farm – and 
we’ll still waive the fee. Call the office to get information 
on how to enroll or check with your forester.

SYNERGY – by definition: 
the interaction or 

cooperation of two or more 
organizations, substances, 
or other agents to produce 
a combined effect greater 

than the sum of their 
separate effects.

SYNERGY – by example: 
VT WOODLANDS AND 

VT TREE FARM

Kathleen 802-747-7900 or email info@vermontwoodlands.org
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The artist, the farmers, the natives — I 
can understand my connection to them 
through the land we each have loved. 
This enlightenment has granted me 
insight into not just what has preceded 
my 17 years but what will stretch 
beyond it, and the sharp uncertainty of 
the forest’s survival. The future of the 
woods is not guaranteed, especially as 
unsustainable human activity threatens 
even the most remote and intimate 
places of the natural world.

In several intervals of 17 years from now, 
I could come back from the life I have 
built to find the fishing pond dried up, 
the fields of grass developed into housing 
complexes, the crumbling rockwall 
removed after being deemed an eyesore. 
I could stand there and try to remember 
the people I had once felt so close to, but 
the memory of the artist, the farmers, and 
the Mohawks are connected with the land 
and so they, too, would be buried beneath 
the spread of urbanity.

My goal and ambition is to not outlive 
the natural world, to prevent this 
hypothetical future. I owe it to those who 
have come before me as well as those yet 
to enjoy it. The woods connects me to my 
antecedents; the support and motivation 
they provide ensures me that I can be true 
to my word.
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As a benefit of membership, the Vermont Woodlands Association offers a free subscription to Northern Woodlands, a quarterly 
magazine that offers readers a “new way of looking at the forest.” Northern Woodlands mission is to encourage a culture 

of forest stewardship in the Northeast by increasing understanding of and appreciation for the natural wonders, economic 
productivity, and ecological integrity of the region’s forests. Members also receive the VWA newsletter published quarterly and 

E-News, offering articles of interest and educational opportunities for woodland owners.

MEMBERSHIP 
BONUS!

NEW MEMBER APPLICATION
Vermont Woodlands is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit corporation whose mission is to educate and advocate for the practices of 
productive stewardship, use, and enjoyment of Vermont’s woodlands. We achieve our mission by delivering programs for 
landowners, the public, and policy makers that support forest health, forest economy, wildlife habitat, recreation, and enjoyment 
of forests for today and for generations to come.

(Note: existing members will receive an invoice)

northernwoodlands.org

ANNUAL DUES INVESTMENT (check one)

Landowners
☐ 0 -100 acres ............................................................................ $40 
☐ 101-200 acres ......................................................................... $50
☐ 201-500 acres ......................................................................... $60
☐ 501-1,000 acres...................................................................... $70
☐ 1,001-5000 acres ................................................................. $100
☐ Over 5,000 acres ................................................................. $250
☐ Friend/Supporter .................................................................. $40

Natural resource professionals
☐ Individuals ............................................................................. $50
☐ Firms and crews .................................................................. $100

Wood products companies & equipment suppliers 
☐ Individuals ............................................................................. $50
☐ Firms and crews .................................................................. $100

☐ VWA Accredited Consulting Foresters ...................... $160
 (Subject to VWA acceptance. Call for details.) 

Name _________________________________________________________________________________________________

Address  _______________________________________________________________________________________________

Town ____________________________________ State __________________________________ Zip __________________

Telephone  _________________________ FAX ________________________ Email __________________________________

Woodland town(s) __________________________________County(ies) _______________________

Woodland acres  _________________  Tree Farm member? _________  Enrolled in the Value Appraisal Program? _________

Forester _______________________________________________________________________________________________
Please make checks payable to Vermont Woodlands Association and mail with the completed form to: VWA Treasurer, PO Box 6004, Rutland, VT 05702-6004.
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LET'S TALK ABOUT HOW WE
CAN HELP YOU

800.639.3053
www.yankeefarmcredit.com

We know how challenging things have been for all of our farming and forest 

products families and we’re proud of our small role in helping you keep workers 

working, equipment running, and operations running smoothly. 

We’re with you 100% now and we always will be. 

YOUR HARD WORK
inspires us to do our best

every day.
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